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 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
Subject: Follow-up Visits 
 
February 4, 1985 
 
 
The MG (SSK & HWK) accompanied with AV Unit and the Airport Manager took off from the Gilgit airport at 
1000 hours and after an hour's flying, landed at snow landed covered Soust Das. The whole are between 
Gulmit and Khaiber was blanketed in deep snow, especially Passu. The SO Hunza, Mohammad Iabal who 
has since taken over independent charge of the unit as SO from SMS, along with Sher Ghazi, the Sub-
engineer greeted the MG along with the members of the VO. We climbed up to the tunnel site and inspected 
the 350 feet of excavated tunnel with skylight holes every 50 feet to ensure meeting of this portion with 750 
feet section already excavated from the headwork side. The villagers estimated a section of 150 feet needed 
to connect the two portions. This project is indeed a marvel of village level engineering, a true monument to 
the VI's spirit of development, handwork and determination. Everyone genuinely wished them success in this 
bold and great venture. The VO has already accumulated Rs.28,530 as their savings. They have also 
qualified for aware of implements, in terms of their savings performance, albeit a few days late. However, in 
view of their herculean project, two sets of implements should be given to them. They hope to complete the 
tunnel by end March. 
 
President Sher Ali and Manager Ali Nazar of the Khuda Abad VO met the MG at the helipad and requested 
for the third dialogue, as according to them, they have settled their internal disputes and have accumulated 
Rs.7,625 as savings of 56 members. SMS may please consult HWK and the local SO in this behalf. 
 
At Ahmed Abad as usual, the MG was greeted by a highly motivated VO which has by now accumulated 
Rs.70,000 as savings. The extension of the irrigation channel has commenced and the help of the Survey 
was sought by the VO. Despite intense cold, we saw people working on channel site and also heard blasts 
timed for MG's benefit. The VO has already drawn up a village plan embracing fruit, fuel, fodder and potatoes 
cultivation and marketing. They intend to plant 300 trees per 72 members this season and asked for help in 
procurement and selection of plants especially cedar variety. The women of Ahmad Abad, who were seen 
present in full force, of course, on fringes requested for polyester and spinning spindles. Representatives of 
Faizabad VO were also present and HWK asked them to commence work on the channel from their side also. 
 
This was SSK's first visit to the Bar valley and after getting an aerial view, the MG landed at Muradabad which 
has 70 members in the organisation and was set up in October/November and has accumulated Rs.2,300 as 
savings. Manager Akbar Khan informed the completion of excavation work on the channel with the exception 
of lying of the 520 feet 6" pipeline which is being obtained from Rawalpindi. The VO is planning to bring barren 
land under cultivation and intends to plant 10,000 trees. It has also purchased 4 yaks for cross-breeding with 
cows. SSK exhorted the villagers to keep up the name of the place as he was born in a place with the same 
name in western UP. 
 
At Dalnati the members were working on the construction of the two additional protective bunds and repairs of 
the old ones damaged by unprecedented floods last season. The VO has a savings of Rs.21,500 and is 
planning to apply for land development loan. The members present, led by Manager Latif assured of their 
whole hearted cooperation with AKRSP and expressed regrets at having been misled in the past by vested 
interests with sectarian overtones. 
 
At Sharot 4,000 feet of excavated channel was inspected by MG on which work started only a month ago. 
54,500 feet remain to be excavated. The VO has 90 members and has accumulated Rs.8,000 as savings. 
 



Next the helicopter landed close to the newly excavated Hanzel irrigation channel. Work started on the 
channel last month and 7,000 feet have since been completed. Nearly 40 persons work at site daily, on 
average. There is 500 feet of hard rock to be blasted over-hanging the Gilgit-Singal road and NAWO 
assistance is needed to keep the road open by clearing blasted material. The MLA on his visit to the channel 
was reported to have promised necessary assistance and in consequence a NAWO Resident Engineer was 
said to have visited the site but no permission has, as yet, been received by the VO to go ahead with the 
blasting of the section in question. HWK is requested to ascertain the latest position from NAWO and if 
necessary take up the matter with DG NAWO. The 76 members of the VO have so far accumulated 
Rs.19,000 as savings. 
 
At Hanuchal irrigation channel helipad about 40 members along with their President Abdullah greeted the 
MG. 5,800 of 12,500 feet of the channel have so far been completed at a cash grant of Rs.310,000 (given in 7 
instalments) and explosives worth Rs.120,000. Because of shortage of explosives, the work has come to a 
standstill. The VO seems to be under the impression that it is the responsibility of AKRSP to provide unlimited 
quantities of explosives. The terms of partnership were reiterated to the VO and their obligations re-
emphasized. It was clearly explained that AKRSP is under no pressure to the see the channel completed if 
the VO did not consider completion of the channel as its sole responsibility. The office bearers were urged to 
explain the position clearly to the 64 members of the VO who have so far accumulated Rs.31,068 as savings. 
 
On way to Gilgit the helicopter made a quick stopover at Pari. It was already 1700 hours and we had been 
flying since 0930 hours. The construction of reservoir in Pari I and II is in progress. Pari II decided to construct 
two reservoirs in place of one (40'x80') as being constructed by Pari I. Their membership comprises 72 and 
58 members respectively and both VOs have accumulated Rs.5,000 each as savings. Pari II requested for 
more cement because of their decision to construct two tanks. It was explained that the decision to change 
the design was theirs and the additional cost would be their responsibility. 
 
The President of the Balas VO was also present and the newly started Pari-Balas link road goes by the side 
of reservoir. The President informed that nearly 3 miles of 8-mile road has since been completed by the 240 
members of the VO who have also accumulated Rs.15,500 as savings. 
 
The helicopter landed at Gilgit airport at 1800 hours after making stopovers at eight villages. 
 
February 8, 1985 
 
SSk along with Surveyor Sahib Khan left Gilgit by jeep at 0600 hours and arrived Hatun at 0930 hours. On the 
way inspected the Hanzel channel section overhanging the main road. Dalnati protective bunds needing 
repairs. Singal channel signboard forlorn and neglected in the wilderness and the Damas protective bunds 
which firmly withstood the onslaught of flood waters and saved valuable lands and property from inundation. 
SMS should ask SOU Punyal/Ishkoman to attend to the Dalnati bunds and the singal channel sign-board. 
 
Hatun has hardly any breadth but it is spread over nearly 8 miles. It is divided in Bala and Payeen. We started 
walking on the Payeen channel with its head works nearly 8 miles away in other nullah. The VO with 49 
households intends to widen and deepen the channel to help irrigate its barren lands. Attempts at getting the 
lands irrigated by the prestigious Hatoon channel constructed by NAWO at a tremendous cost did not bear 
fruits because the channel failed to deliver even a drop of irrigation water to the Hatoon Das. The President 
informed SSK that the work was started on January 25, 1985 and some portion of 33,000 feet channel had 
been widened. The engineer didn't find the work upto the specifications and has given them fresh instructions. 
Work has been suspended for a few days due to the ploughing and planting season. 
 
At Bala I was pleasantly surprised to see nearly 150 persons working on the road divided in six gangs. Work 
started on the road on January 10, 1985 and of 19,700 feet, nearly 7000 feet have been completed. It is 14-
feet wide road and has involved considerable donation of land by nearly 80 households. The office bearers 
are trying to quickly demarcate and do the earth work on the alignment before giving finishing touches. The 
estimated cost of the road amounts to Rs.191,000 and the VO has received the first instalment. We also met 



a grand old man of the village, a close relation of Raja of Punyal, who was personally supervising the 
construction of the road. 
 
SOU Punyal (Saleem and Sabir) who met us at Hatoon took SSK to Kanchi via Guludas irrigation channel, 
which appeared to be very well constructed. Earlier on the channel had been excavated by LB&RD and later 
NAWO, but the supply of water still remained much below the villagers' requirement, who wanted to bring 
extensive barren lands under irrigation. Kanchi has only 30 households and suffers from most acute shortage 
of irrigation water in the Punyal/Ishkoman Sub-division. Nazar Ahmad, Manager of the VO took SSK to the 
reservoir site above the village where nearly 20 persons were at work. The implements, especially the wheel-
barrows, given by AKRSP were greatly in use and appeared to have met the objective of expeditions earth 
work. The VO has 31 members and has accumulated savings of Rs.9,450. The VO meets on 13th and 25th 
of every month. Most of the VOs in the area, seem to meet twice a month on fixed dates. The Manager 
expects the excavation work to complete by March 15 and the cementing in another month. In his view the 
construction of the reservoir will prove a real boon to the villagers. 
 
Sahib Khan also showed SSK the Silpi Bala channel which had earlier been constructed by NAWO but failed 
to deliver required quantity of water to the village. After resurvey and reconstruction including realignment, the 
channel is now said to be fully operational. SMS may like to ask SO Punyal to do a case study of the channel. 
 
The Khuttom Bubar channel has run into trouble because of non-compliance by VO of Surveyor's instructions. 
SO should be asked to report on the current position. 
 
SSK returned to Gilgit by 1800 hours. 
 


